


A PERSONAL MESSAGE 



Welcome to TwinStar Entertainment – creators and developers

of original and adapted stories for motion pictures and television.

The company, named for twins Ashley and Brittany Werdin, serves

as a special inspiration for our work. 

My personal journey began as a young boy amongst neighboring

film icons at our Malibu Colony home, a movie camera always

close by. I became fascinated by movies while immersed inside a

cavernous room surrounded by unfamiliar people for ninety

magical moments. A venue where an audience collectively shares

laughs, shed tears, expresses joy, or are scared out of their wits. 

Whether seated in a theatre or nestled in front of a TV, our

mantra is “audiences deserve the highest possible entertainment

experience.”  As such, we are committed to creating and

developing stories that exceed audience expectations and with

special appreciation for their valued time. 

Thank you for your review.

 

Warm regards,

Russell Werdin



ANIMATION



EducationalEducational





Children learn through wildlife the

importance of helping save the planet.  



Animation | Educational  Nature’s Tales

Pg.1

Super-star reporter Terri Turtle and her exuberant videographer Ferris Ferrett

travel as a team to faraway lands, oceans, and jungles worldwide on Froggy's

rocket-style lily pad. The team discovers and interviews all forms of wildlife,

especially endangered species. The critical mission to protect the earth's

ecosystem provides a forum for informing, engaging, and entertaining children

ages 5 to 9 about their unique purpose on the planet.  

 

Terri, a captivating and curious turtle, explores the wildlife realm by

introducing fascinating characters for children to learn from who provide

interesting facts and information regarding their lives and plight for survival. 

Although Terry adores her rockstar camera guy, Ferris's comedic antics can

strain her nerves and patience. While warnings of potential extinction are

severe, wildlife teaches children to overcome challenges and share their joy in

inspirational music and songs. 



Animation | Educational  Nature’s Tales

Pg.2

EXPLORERS CLUB 

 

Nature's Tales purpose and commitment is to connect children around the globe

in secure parent, supervised zoom conversations to meet and communicate and

plan contributions to wildlife protection and preservation. A motto and signature

song, "We are the voices of the future." Member photos of wildlife and other species

earn points for gifts and merit badges on Nature Tales backpacks and Terri and

Ferris outdoor equipment. Ultimate Nature Tales camps will allow children and

families to join in outdoor excursions as they visit each other countries and form

lifelong friendships; all united with a common cause to help preserve the planet

—endeared wildlife in their natural homes.   

 

FORMAT 

 

AI-supported 3-D eight-minute video shows and singalongs designed for mobile,

tablet, and desktop applications. 







Super-ambitious 13-year-old iguana Chewy

Gonzalez, and his naive, big-hearted little

brother Chava get their oddball family into

and out of trouble in a tropical island town.



Animation | Kid’s Comedy Chewy & Chava

Pg.1

Chewy Gonzalez is a 13-year-old, small-town iguana with a big dream...to be

rich and famous!  

 

What's stopping him? A lack of any obvious talent...and a family who loves and

needs him - especially his little brother Chava, a clumsy dope with a heart of

gold!  

 

Chewy & Chava (along with weird Tio Gonzalo, mercurial Abuela Esther, and

their long-suffering single Mama Flora) get into heaps of tropical trouble on the

mythical south-of-the-border island of El Tempo...(which isn't boring at all,

despite what Chewy says.) 



Animation | Kid’s Comedy Chewy & Chava

Pg.2

 "The Adventures of Chewy & Chava" is an all-ages, character-driven comedy

about living and loving the life you have. With goofy schemes, strange family,

catchy songs, a big heart, and a much higher-than-usual number of exploding

bananas!  

 

FORMAT 

 

2-D animation for a 30-minute sitcom, each episode consisting of two shorts.

The setting, the colors, and the drawing style are all unique in a cartoon

landscape dominated by sterile retro-50’s UPA styling. 




